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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)

Compulsory REVISION comments

1) Keywords can be better chosen instead of mice, blood etc. Which carries no
meaning Example:Cystatin C
2) In paragraph 2 of introduction –Please correct Pentylenetetrazol induced
morphological changes instead of morphology changes
3) Rewrite para 4 of introduction to give a meaningful message
4) Please correct grammatical error in the last part of introduction i.e identify instead
of identified and also proliferative instead of proliferation
5) Spacing between the words not done properly at various places in the entire paper
6) Why G2, G3, G4 were followed as per the experiment by Tousson et al. and
England et.al? Any specific reason
7) Cystatin c should be written as Cystatin C
8) In Enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidant assays section. Glutathione-Stransferees (GST) was determined according to the method of [28]. Total
antioxidant capacity (TAC) activity was determined according to the method of
[29]. Please don’t write 28 and 29 and instead write the complete sentence.
9) In result section section please correct uric acid instead of acids
10) Glutathione-S- transferees (GST): please correct the spelling it is tranferase and
not transferees
Minor REVISION comments
1) Overall multiple grammatical mistakes and spacing between words poor
2) Results can be written in a better language to improve the wider interest of people
in this paper
Optional/General comments
Author seems to have not cross checked multiple times before sending it for publication
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(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details)
Institutional ethical committee can tell better regarding ethical issues
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